
RIPPING ORDER FORM 

Copysmith, 21 Brookdale Lawns, River Valley, Swords, County Dublin K67 V8Y7, Ireland
Tel: 00 353 1 813 2951  email: sales @ copysmith.ie  www.copysmith.ie

Business registration number: 537507  VAT No: IE9233015Q
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Enter Your Details Below:- 
 

Name 
 

Email 

Address 

 

Telephone Date 

CD to MP3
 

 
The customer acknowledges and agrees that Copysmith holds 
no liability for any loss or damage to said CDs or DVDs during
the ripping process or whilst in the possession of Copysmith.

 
Under advice from IMRO we are permitted to copy your CD or DVD to 
an alternative format for personnal use only. Copysmith offers this 
service on the basis of liability for copyright breach is with the customer. 

 
 

 
 

Copysmith, it’s employees or any third party nominated by 
Copysmith for the purposes of carrying out the work as described 
or the transportation shall not be liable for any loss or damage attributed  
to or associated with directly or non-directly arising out of the 
customer’s use of Copysmith’s services.  The customer warrants 
that the material being presented to Copysmith for ripping are original 
authentic copies legitimately purchased. The customer acknowledges
any CD-R or DVD-R copies will not be ripped but may be charged.

  

Please list any further instructions 

Please state the quantity of CDs to be 
ripped (do not count double or multi-
ple CD albums as one CD count each 
CD in the pack)
____________________________

Have these CDs been removed from 
their case / packaging ( there is a 
charge of €0.10 per disc if we have to 
unpack)

_________________________________

DVD to MP4
 

Please state the quantity of DVDs to be 
ripped (do not count double or multi-
ple DVD sets as one DVD count each 
DVD in the pack)
____________________________

Have these DVDs been removed from 
their case / packaging ( there is a 
charge of €0.10 per disc if we have to 
unpack)

_________________________________


